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Foreword
My book cover theme is Ganapati Bappa. This is
not for religious purpose, but it holds a Special
Purpose in my Life as my journey started with
Ganapati bappa.
My Dream was to become a Doctor but due to some
reasons i could not fulfill it. With that I took up my
back-up plan, and I had started to pursue B.Sc in
Chemistry.
Taking up this Course and thinking of completing
my Graduation in this stream was not to my
Satisfaction, Still then I had to complete my studies
in this Course.
Day by day frustration took over me and
Demotivate me because I was not doing what I
really love to do.
One day It happen that i came across a Good
motivationaI Video clip of Sir. Sandeep maheshwari
where he Explained very well on the Topic " Do
what you like the most " His speech really motivates
me to look in my interest and my likes.
Then I started to thinking about my Passion and
hobbies. As I look back to my Past journey I recall
where I had achieved so many Awards and
Certificates for my Writings.
Then I Started my journey of Writing again on 1st
November 2020. I started to penned down One lines
quotes daily, and did my one liner quotes till Feb
2021.
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Then I thought why should I not maintain a
quotes book with explanation and then I Started
elaborating my one liner quotes day by day.
Though I was not that good in English
vocabulary and Grammar still then i have to
continue with my writings. All these was the
Blessing of Ganpati bappa and the enlightening
thoughts of Sir.Sandeep Maheshwari which
motivates me to look forward to take up my Passion.
It was through writing that I had learned so
many things and I also got a good numbers of
Award and certificates as a Co-Author and Dailychallenges writer.
Now I can say that I'm much confident to face
any difficult situations and challenges.
Through writing it had really boost my
confidence.
Ganpati bappa is the reason behind all my
success and achievements. He is the reason for my
Smile, Life and Happiness. Yes he is the only reason
for my Mission for Spreading Goodness and
Spreading Happiness. With the thought of Thanking
Ganpati bappa I selected his picture for my first
book , which I hope everyone of you too will Like it
too.
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PREFACE
"The Beauty of Quotes" is a compile of different
Topic which is related to the Daily activities,
Emotions, Thoughts, Motivation and Life Quotes.
The author had put her heart and Soul in expressing
her Thoughts and Feelings into her Write-ups. The
Motive behind is to Spread Goodness and inspire
others. The book carry a message of Goodness,
kindness, humanity, importance of Love,
Truthfulness and Hope.
The Beauty of Words is that it heal broken Souls
and Give Hope to the broken and Shattered Soul.
The Right and Positive thoughts can make the world
a better place for humanity. Positive Thoughts
motivates those people who are having a hard time.
As we look into present era we find Selfishness,
Greed and Negativity that had totally Shattered our
Society.
The Book "The Beauty of Quotes" is to
encourage people to spread Love and Goodness.
Where the Author had put her great efforts to see a
change in our Society and World.
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Life
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“Life is too short, you never know what
tomorrow will bring”
Life is too short for spreading love and kindness.
Life is very short to hold grudges against people we
love. We never know what tomorrow may bring and
so it’s better to live this life in the best way. It’s
better to live in the present and be happy with what
you have.

“Extreme liking or extreme disliking
creates all the problem”
Likes and dislikes all indirectly connected with
expectations. When someone fulfill your
expectations then you will extremely like that
person and at the same time for some reason if they
don’t satisfy your expectations then slowly you will
start disliking them . This becomes more complex
and it is the reason for all the problems.
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“Life is so beautiful. When you start living
life then you will understand the true
meaning of it”
No doubt life is very beautiful. Sometime we don’t
live life because everything is going bad or we
cannot find a single hope for it but every time we
should give respect to life. The thing which we have
to remember is why do we get the chance to live the
life?. Life is actually too short for understanding the
things.

“Whatever happens, Happens for the test.”
Every time we all are surrounded by our problems.
Difficult days pass when we understand the reason
behind it.
Sometimes the problems that you never even
imagined will come and break your confidence very
badly. On the other side whatever wrong is
happening is because God knows how to make you
stronger and how you deal with problems. It’s your
test to stay strong in the negative situations.
So stay strong and be positive because this too shall
pass. Hope for the best .
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“Capture every moment of life because it
will never come back again”
In today’s era everybody is connected with digital
web except some people. As we know this is a very
common thing. Through social media we express
our feelings. We capture every good and bad things
because we know it will never come back again and
one day this becomes memories.

“Never regret anything in life”
As we know whatever happens, It happens for the
best. So why do we need to regret something? It
might take time to understand this thing but never
regret anything, it will give you nothing in return.
Always remember the power of your
strength is more important than regret.
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“Sometimes the worst thing in the world is
that you can see everything but you can’t
do anything for it”
I think most of us are well aware and mature
enough to understand things. Some government
Employees behave so rudely because they think
they are superior to others and hold the highest
position. And that moment they don’t care about
others problems but one day same thing will
happened to them. Then they will realize how it
feels. These situations we all can see but we can’t
do anything for it. We had become just a mere
spectator.

“Angry people never live a normal life”
People’s weakness is their anger. Anger is a type or
things which is beyond any harmful disease.
Actually they are not wrong in it, their situations
make them angry because they can’t handle this
ridiculous world. No one can understand their
feelings.Sometimes anger is very dangerous. There
is no medicine for anger .
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“Each person creates their own destiny”
You are the master of your Destiny. Life is like a
keyboard because if you press the right keys, you
have typed a good destiny. Every person has their
own dreams, own circumstances. When your
circumstances may determine the colors that you
make on a everyday basis. So choose your own
destiny and be yourself !

“Life is like a gift . Everyday we get new
surprises”
When we get up early in the morning we don’t
know what will happen in the entire day. Life is a
beautiful gift we had ever received. Whole day we
get new things.
Yes, sometimes it can be good or bad also but the
most important thing is we get. So accept this gifts
and grow up in your journey.
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“Whole life we keep on trying to make
ourselves better and better”
Yes , No doubt we live because of our dreams, our
purpose, our family, because we know the value of
it. Everytime we are just thinking of how can we do
better?
Whole life we keep on trying and trying but when
we grow we gradually become
better. No need to always keep on trying. Don’t try
to forget your inner peace.

“If we have to change our life, we should
get out of our comfort zone”
This is the real time to work and improve your
future plans. Your career depends upon what you
are doing today because after 5 to 10 years you will
realize the importance of this time. After that there
is a no time to regret. We will never succeed under
our comfort zone. Yeah! Do whatever you want to
do but if you really want to change something in
your life then get out of your comfort zone.
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“It’s never too late to say anything”
Sometimes we miss a chance to say something but
it’s never ever too late to say anything. Follow your
heart. Tell whatever you want to tell but make sure
you are right. Your thinking and what you want to
talk should make sense. So think before you speak.

“Life is nothing without risk”
One thought related to this is “Risking is better than
regretting”. I think life is ultimately about taking
risks. When you want to try something Some people
will try to destroy you. But if you want to do it then
take the risk. No matter what people think. Your
thinking matters, not others opinions.
You might fail but you will learn so many
things and yes, taking risk is not so easy .
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“We have to educate ourselves”
“Educationists should built the capacities of the
spirit of inquiry, creativity, entrepreneurial and
moral leadership among students and become their
role models.” As Stated by Dr. APJ Abdul Kalaam
“Educate yourself for better version of yourself”.
We should educate ourselves not for so called
marks but for better understanding. We need to
acquire a quality education. Education is the only
thing that helps you in every field of knowledge.

“Everything has a limit”
We all want to become limitless in some field.
Some of us cross all the limits of the
desires but we have to learn this thing that
everything has a limit never cross your limit even in
words as well.
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“Forgive those people who always
disappoint you”
In sanskrit the word for forgiveness is “क्ष वीरस
भूषण्”. See there is a no such people that is bad or
nobody intentionally wants to disappoint you. There
is a always some reason for it. So not all time but
try to forgive people.

“The world is like a rainbow”
World is really very beautiful. Take a moment to
capture the beauty of Nature, sky, birds, animals
and human’s creation etc. everything is looking
wonderful. All things are colorful and peaceful. Just
the thing is we have to observe it. It’s all is God’s
wonders but now a days it is starting t to disappear.
So please take care of nature’s beauty.
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“Life is a competition”
Everybody wants to become first in every field. Life
is all about the next step. The step we take might be
difficult but if you keep on trying you will
definitely win.
Competition means you should be greater than
someone. Competition is everywhere like see our
education system, singing, dancing or many more.
On social media also you could find competition but
I think it is necessary.

“Green color is the beauty of nature”
I wrote this quote because our environment is
looking so peaceful because of trees,forest. Trees
are someone’s hope like animals, farmers and it’s a
source of oxygen as well. Now somewhere green
color is not seen in environment. We human being
had damaged it. Please try to protect our greenery.
When you feel it, it is a peace.
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“Universe within ourselves”
This is something like affirmation. We should call
ourselves that universe within you. It will help you
to encourage you. We can clearly find our way. We
never imagine how powerful we are. We can do
anything. We all are the best.

“Life is a bundle of untold dreams”
Dreams are those which you can see and also show
it to others. However some dreams cannot be shown
to others but are very important to us. Life is all
about completing our purpose or dreams. Anyone
can see dreams but only those people succeed who
actually work for it.
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Hope
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“Another name to fulfill hope it’s called
life”
Hope means something we wish or dream about.
Life is all about completing our hopes . Everyone
should have hope because hope will help us reach
our destination. We all are indirectly connected with
hope.
Hope for life, hope for better future. So In short
another name to fulfill hope is called life.

“Relationship is a source of hope”
I think every new relationship starts with hope.
Hope for better understanding, trust,love, faith, care,
etc. Hope is the only thing which you cannot define .
So hope is everything.

“Hope is the key to your dreams”
Desire to choose your path. Wish to complete it.
Dreams is like a lock and hope is like a key to your
dreams. It’s all related to a game which we had
played in childhood. As simple as that Lock is
incomplete without key and key is incomplete
without lock.
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“Today’s hope is tomorrow’s happiness”
Yeah, Life depends upon what you are doing today.
We always think about present, past and future.
Most of us think only about the past and indirectly
past comes in front of them. Some people think
about the future but rarely people think about what
they do in present. Hope is that power which will
carry you till the end if you believe in it . So present
hope and desire is future’s happiness.

“All the great things start with hope”
When we start dreaming something it starts with
hope because we don’t know in that mission we will
succeed or not but hope for it. The great things
always take time and it seem difficult but it all starts
with hope. If we can see our future on that
particular things then we can focus more.

“Hope has played an important role in our
lives”
As we see our past we have achieved something in
life like good percentage in exams, good memories,
etc. It starts with hope. Life is incomplete without
hope.Sometimes some of our dreams may not
23
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come true at that very moments we regret it but only
hope will help you to get closer to your dreams. No
doubt hope has always played an important role in
our lives.

“Those who believe in god will definitely
succeed one day”
God is someone whom you can trust the most. God
is always with you if you are right. There are
always some situations when you do not believe in
god’s power but sometimes god want to test your
capacity and ability to solve the problems. God
always keeps on trying to make you more and more
strong each day.

“Every morning we wake up with new hope,
new dreams and new beliefs”
Everyday start with a new hope. Our beliefs make
us strongest . Dream to achieve something better in
life. It Start from the Morning when we wake up
and end to the sleeping at night most of our
activities depends upon hope. Hope is something
which you cannot imagine how powerful it is.
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“Hope is like a candle. When we burn it, it
will spread the light”
Like a candle when we see Hope it makes us
positive in life. When we burn a candle it will
spread its light and ward off darkness.
After every dark night there is a bright morning. So
the basic thing is when you hope for something in a
good way ,you will work on that and you will
succeed. May not be immediately but definitely.

“Make sure your hope creates you not
destroy you”
Sometime hope is not in our favor. Creating of
something in good way it will always create you but
when you hope for something bad you will not go
long and after sometime it will destroy you. Hope is
always in one way . Hope is something that you are
just hoping and not doing anything for it.
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“Hope is seeing good in spite of being
surrounded by badness”
When everything is going wrong or bad only our
hope will help us to get out of this worst . Good
things take time. Now a days a common example of
hope is the corona virus vaccine. Few months ago
we could only hope for the vaccine and now after
few months in some place it is fulfilled. So when
things are not in your hand just hope for it.

“Most of our thoughts are related with
hope”
Journey of million miles starts with a single hope.
Hope has an ability for the better future. Actually
every new thing starts with hope. If we cannot hope
for it we will not go so far. It might go but no longer
because if you can’t see how far you want to go you
will not complete any how.
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Happiness
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“Spread goodness, spread happiness”
I strongly believe in this quote. In today’s era
somewhere goodness is not seen. It’s destroyed. We
have to make it happen again. Always be humble
and kind. When you are seeing badness or
something wrong, if you can’t see that badness then
you are an excellent person. Spreading goodness
and happiness is not easy but if you try it is not that
tough.

“Always remember one thing every difficult
time we lost our sixty seconds of
happiness”
As we know happiness is not something ready made.
When problems increase our happiness decreases.
It’s not about just sixty seconds but it is for entire
life. Because if you can create happiness in that
moment of time you cannot do anything in life.
Difficult times come for our test. So nothing is more
important than our smiles. Keep smiling always!
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“Smile to change your life”
Most of the time we smile because we achieve
something or something good happen to us or we
meet someone good etc. But all these things is
temporary happiness but when you enjoy every
moment of time then it’s your permanent happiness.
You should know the difference between temporary
happiness and permanent happiness.
One smile can change your day. You have to
understand that happiness is more important than
tensions.

“The most precious thing is a smile”
There is no precious thing in this world like
happiness. Smile is the thing which you cannot buy
but still it is very precious. Nobody can live well
without happiness. When you smile your life
becomes more wonderful. My real happiness is
helping others. It always makes me happy. In the
same way try to find your way for happiness do
what you like the most. Spread happiness
everywhere.
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“Happiness is when you really need
something and you get it”
We all are here only because of our dreams, our
wishes. To achieve something in life. We all are
working so hard to get what we want. Sometime we
get frustrated or doubt ourselves.
In frustration we make mistakes but after this all
process we get what we want. There is no such
happiness like achievements.

“For most of us happiness is just in one
thing and that is food”
Food, shelter are the basic needs of life. People are
working because of food.
Sometime some people do not get good food. These
people exactly know the value of food. Food is
really very important without it your body is not
working well. We always want to eat what we like
but we must know that food is valuable. Never
waste your food. So yes, our favorite food is our
real happiness.
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“Your smile is someone’s happiness, so
keep smiling”
If you are happy, you can make other happy.
Everyone has an ability to make other happy.
Making other happy is an art. There is always
someone like your family, friends who wants to see
you happy always and they always pray for you.
When we get what we want not only you are happy
but your surrounded people’s are also happy for you.
So always keep smiling.

“The key to being happy is when you
exactly know what you are doing and after
that what you get”
Happiness is something you design for the present.
Whatever you are doing make sure that you are
enjoying the most. Sometimes it’s difficult to stay
happy with the work we are doing. We don’t like to
do but at the same time you know this is important
for us or after that what we get. For that you are
motivating yourself. Do whatever you like to do.
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“Happiness is not just smiling and doing
what you want. But it is wanting to make
other smile”
The true meaning of happiness is to make other
happy. There is nothing easier than helping others.
When you help someone good vibes are generated
and you feel good. Our inner happiness is most
important. Helping someone means your soul
allows you to be happy. Try to apply once this
formula then see how you feel after helping others.

“Smile when others want to see you angry”
When someone behaved so rudely, they think you
also behave the same but at that time use your
goodness to stay calm and smile. That person will
be surprised to see you happy and they get their
answer in your smile. Sometime smile is better than
the rude behaviors.
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“Smile to make the world in the best
possible way”
Happiness is not something you postpone for the
future. It’s something you create in your present. If
you can stay positive and wear a smile in your face
that means you automatically win the World. Life is
all about moving in the best way. You light your
path when you smile. One smile can change the
world.

“The true meaning of happiness is teddy
bears or your loved ones”
I have teddies so I can connect with this quote. I
wrote this quote for teddies.Teddy bear is someone
who cannot speak, can’t see ,or do anything but it
can hear what you are saying. You cannot share all
the things to people but you can share anything to
teddies and yes your loved ones are also a reason
for your happiness. Never forget these two.
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“A smiling face makes you more
productive”
Smiling face helps you to do your work with more
energy. When you are happy, your work is going so
well. The key to happiness is to be able to change
pain into pleasure, darkness into light, sadness into
joy, tired into energy.These all things occur only if
we have the courage to change.

“Small – small happiness is the true
meaning of life”
Enjoy every little things. Sometimes the smallest
things give you bigger happiness. Always try to find
happiness in the little things. Then you know the
exact meaning of life. We all want to be happy
every time but sometime it’s not possible so try to
find small happiness in order to overcome your
problems. Whatever you are doing in the entire day
find happiness in every single work.
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Work
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•Sometime our body want to give up but our soul
will not.
The most important thing is leaders are not born but
developed after grueling incessant hard working.
When body wants to give up but the soul that has
dream never allows to rest. When rest of the world
is sleeping but someone is burning blood late night
to realize dreams.
One day hard work pays off. Life is nothing without
working hard.
•Everything is easy when you are busy.
Busy means not free. Hahaha! Jokes a part but when
you start observing the things everything is easy
nothing is impossible or you cannot do but when
you are busy, you have to pay for this day and night.
After so many months of struggle you will
definitely get but for this time you have to stay busy
then everything will be easy.
•We only see the things that we want to see, we only
hear those things that we want to hear then why
don’t we do all those things that we wanted to do?
Like most of people everyone is doing what they
don’t want to do that. The only reason is money and
in some cases family pressure as well. Like family
want that you will become a doctor, an engineer or
something like that but in this situation always
remember one thing, Life is too short you never
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know what tomorrow will bring. So do whatever
you want to do. No work is to be considered small.
•We all are useless without work.
As we know life is nothing without work. When we
keeps on working for long hour we get angry, feel
tired, unhappy and get bored. It make us exhausted
and make us don’t want to eat and make us to take a
little rest. Though we are not working our brain
should be active. We should also stay healthy and
fit.
•Blessing is more important than the money. Money
come and go but blessings always stay with us.
Blessings is better than the money because when
you are facing problems only blessings work
automatically you never know. Yes, no doubt
money is important but blessings is much more
important.
•Nobody can stop you without your permission.
Where to start and where to start, journey to
destination is always in your hand. If you strongly
believe in your dreams, working everyday for it,
consistency, determination, if your will power is
much stronger than people’s thinking then nobody
can stop you. I believe that every day before you get
up and before sleeping, keep your target in your
mind active. When you put your dream in-front of
your eyes. I guarantee no one can stop you from
achieving your dream.
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•Everybody is working very hard, so why some of
them don’t get what they want?
This type of question I have always in my mind.
Everyone is working hard like postman, farmers and
many more. I had seen always they are working
really very hard rather than educated person. So
why they don’t get what they want? Let it be.
Increase your potential level, one day this people’s
will also get what they actually want. May God help
everyone!
•Don’t hesitate to do anything, do whatever your
heart permits.
Hesitation is something that stop you from doing
things. This thinking will never help you. Hard
work,Work smart and use all the tactics for your
goal, all these effort will be wasted if you get
hesitate before your work. First follow your heart.
Yes, it will be very hard for you but when you try
continuously one day you will sure achieve what
you desired.
•If you can do what you would have never done it,
then you have done rare things.
Most of time we have to do those things which we
had never done before. Doing those things which
we had never done before means you have to face
so many obstacles because we get something or win
something. Do that because we will learn and those
experience will help you in the next step. If you are
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doing those things means you are actually doing a
rare things.
•It is not necessary that everything will always be
perfect, we need to make it perfect sometime.
As we know life is always unfair. We experienced it.
But there is always a way to do better than
yesterday. We have an opportunity to do well.
Everything is not always perfect but there is an
option to make it perfect. Just do what you really
wanted to do and stay focused about it. If we try we
can achieve everything.
•The key to be a better worker is to work everyday.
Your future is in your hand. You have to understand
that there is so much things to distract you. So try
with small steps and follow it everyday. Daily work
makes you more productive. After so many days of
hard work you will become the master of your
destiny.
•Keep working consistently towards your dreams.
Only one thing we need to work on and that is
consistency towards your dreams. Your dreams
becomes your habit. Habit means that work you like
the most and enjoying it. Don’t just dream, make it
happen with consistency and daily hard work. Don’t
try to just become a dreamer, try to become a leader
in your work.
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•Never wish anything, start working for everything.
Wish stay always wish, wish never becomes a
reality but if you wish for something and
immediately you start to work on your wish then
one day it will become a reality, only if you really
work hard for it. Reality which you will never
imagine, how wonderful it looks. Everything means
like how you started your work and continues till
the end. Think about it , watch more videos related
to your work, make a plan for it and make your
wish into reality.
•Do your work with determination, consistency and
everyday.
If you have dedication, determination, willpower
you can achieve anything in life. No matter about
the work whether it is small or big, difficult or easy
but you have to make your work more productive.
The exact definition of determination is you totally
determined about your work. At a given time you
just do your work nothing else.
Do the small jobs first, that small jobs give you
confidence.
When you are doing those work which you had
never done before but you have to start with small
steps. Small things will help you. You might failed
but you know you are trying with small things. If
you keep trying with big steps you will lose your
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confidence. With small step day by day you can
build an empire.
•How much you want to work whether little or much
depends upon you, because work is a choice.
How much you want to do but first clear your basic
and after that you will get confidence on what you
really wanted to do. Work is always your choice.
It’s totally depends upon you what you want to do.
Once you decide how much you want it, it’s also
depends upon you. In Every work you just had to
focus.
•There are no shortcuts to your dreams.
One way for your dream is consistency. Dream
come true when you get out of your comfort zone,
sacrifices, working at late nights. Those are
Something you have to pay for it. You have a
choice whether to choose your dream or distractions.
You have to work on your dream before Dream
comes true. There are no shortcuts to achieve your
dreams.
•Failure is the best way to learn your mistakes.
“Mistakes are the portals of discovery “ As Stated
by
James Joyce. We hate making mistakes. If we didn’t
make mistakes we would never learn anything.
Failure is the best thing to learn in better way.
Failure comes not to destroy you but to creates you.
Make you stronger than who you was yesterday.
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•Whatever you are doing give your best.
Doing something is easy but giving your best shot is
little bit difficult. It’s a way to pay for a living but
that’s it.
Don’t let it define your Happiness. Work on what
makes you happy. Don’t be only busy on your work
be productive also.
•You are the master mind of your life, Give your
best shot.
The more you read, the more you think and the
more you think the more you can. So anything you
have to start, start with planning. Your life is in
your hand how to control it. Everything depends
upon you. So always try to give your best.
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Journey
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1.The Journey is much more beautiful than the
destination.
Reaching your destination that is the moment of
happiness but if you are doing what you like every
moment, till the end you will be Happy. When you
achieved what you want to become then see your
Journey. Your Journey help you more or what you
did that helps you more. There is a large difference
between your Journey to destination.
2.Every person create their own journey with
their dreams.
Each and every person have a different goals in
their life. Everyone has a different ways to start
their Journey. If we want to change our dreams into
reality we should make our Journey best without
knowing the Journey we cannot go ahead.
3.Have faith till you didn’t achieve your goal.
As we know patience is the key element of success.
Same as faith and trust is the ultimate aim to
achieved what you want. If you don’t have faith in
what you want to achieve you will not go long. So
till then have faith.
4.Your hobby will definitely help to reach your
destination.
Hobby is like a habit. Hobby is what you like to do.
When you love to do your work, you will enjoy
your work. You will not get frustrated with that
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work. Life is all about loving and enjoying yourself
and work. You cannot achieve what you dream
before that become your habit.
5.Try with small, end with big.
Always try with small things first. When you pick
up big things you will be badly down and you will
give up so easily. Big things always let you down
but when you are taking small steps, you exactly
know the Journey and what you want to do for big
steps. When you start working with small things it
will definitely ends with big things.
6.Dreaming is a reality but to run after the
dream is your hard work.
Make your impossible dream come true. We all are
dreaming something. All have a strong desire to
complete our dreams. Infact day and night just think
about it. The most important thing is we are just
thinking about it. If you want to complete your
dreams then you have to pay for it. If you want to
change your dream into reality it is your hard work.
7.Rules are rules don’t try to break them.
Rules are made but we break it easily I know that
but once you understand the importance of rules
you will never try to break them. Understanding of
things is important. You should know the rules, why
it’s made up of ? What is the reason behind it? So
ultimately it will help you.
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8.Whatever your dream is just you have to start
to make it happen.
If we are just dreaming of what we want, we will
never get out of dreams. It’s very important that at
least you have to start. One very famous quotes
related to this is “A Journey of thousand miles start
with a single step.”
9.Success usually comes to those who visualize
their dreams.
The strongest part of our understanding is the vision.
If we can visualize what we want to achieve in life
something great. Once your dream is clear in your
mind; you can get anything which you wish. If we
cannot visualize our dreams we will never get it
because when we start visualizing our dreams it
take place in your mind and soul then your body
automatically work for it.
10.Life is all about a Journey that has a lot of
different ways.
Journey is depends upon what,how can we start. We
have always two choices. Good or bad path and
tough or easy path and likewise we take steps.
Journey become destination when you choose right
way to work.
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11.You don’t always get what you want.
Sometimes you have to face the things which you
had never expected. Once in a life there will be a
situation when you don’t get what you want but at
that very moment you have to stay strong and
believe in God and tell yourself what ever happen, it
happen for a reason but the thing which you learn
from this is why you didn’t get ?where you were
wrong? Where you had miss? Check the differences
from starting to the end then you will understand
your mistake.
12.The things that are fun to ask for, do not give
that much fun when received directly.
Most of time we all ask for something but
Sometime we get directly whatever we want but
through this we will never understand the true
meaning of that thing, because We never value it.
So the things which we are asking for something,
we should exactly know the importance of it.
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Thinking
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1.The process of thinking is unstoppable.
We continues thinking about something. Everyone
suggest if you want to stay calm all the time then do
meditation. Is this really works? Yes, after so many
years of experience it will happened but the way we
are thinking is never stopped. Whole day we are just
keep on thinking about our dreams, future. Means
we are active. No need to stop thinking; need to
change the way to think.
2.We think something and do something else.
It is really important to control our mind. Once we
win our mind, nothing can Stop us. It’s a very
common thing that we think different and do
something else. Like common example is starting
the new year with studying, and think of studying
daily but we can’t. We do something opposite to it.
3.Never waste your thoughts, one good thought
can change the world.
Thoughts are very important. We never realize the
power of our thoughts. Thoughts are something that
suddenly come in our mind and we immediately
work on it.
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Absolutely one good thought can change the world.
Every successful people, first they think a lot and
then work on it. So never ever waste your thoughts.
4.Memory is like a window.
When you reflect back of your thoughts and images
there is so many memories in your mind. Memory is
always so special. There are different types of
memory like good, bad, experienced, learning etc
but always remember good memories stay with you.
This will help you the most.
5.Start with thinking, continue with learning,
improve with analysis and optimized with
goodness and spreading.
This is the additional quote. First thing is whatever
you want to do first think about them. How will you
do?
Second is learning which means when we start that
particular thing. We have to learn how it work then
we learned. We need to analysis whether it is right
or wrong? Ask yourself.
Optimized with spreading others can see your
Journey.
6.The more you think about yourself,the better
you are.
Every particular action is based on thinking because
thinking are the source of action and life but
thinking should be in positive way. When you
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deeply think about yourself you know the difference
between expectation and reality. What you do or
don’t. Once a day you must think about yourself.
7.Trained your mind to accept the things which
you cannot change.
Sometime life don’t favor you. It Break your
confidence of thinking positive things. That time
we don’t know why this happened. Most of time
you are just trying again and again to change that
things. But it will not change.
That time stay calm and accept the things which
you cannot change anyhow.
8.Sometime thinking requires a clear mind.
The process of what we think is unstoppable. You
cannot stop it but yes sometime for good and
understandable thinking you have to get out of all
thoughts in your mind and just think what you
really want to think. In this thing meditation will
really help you to clear your thoughts.
9.Think before you start your journey.
Whenever you start your journey you should think
about how far you want to go. Without thinking
your Journey you will never decide your destination.
Thinking Is the ultimately growth of people.
Whenever you was wrong only your thinking will
help you. Before starting you have to understand
how far you want to go.
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10.People are not wrong, their thinking Is wrong.
Every person is nice and good. Nobody wants to
become bad but sometime they become wrong.
They are wrong but it is not that people’s fault but
our fault. We will never try to understand how they
think. What the society think about us. So people
are not wrong their thinking is wrong about things.
11.Sometime the situation becomes such how to
react.
When we try to stay positive, the situations turn
more critical and the situation become like how we
should react. We don’t know what to do in that
situation. Our mind get blinded and everything go
in wrong direction. It make us feel like what to
response and how to response to it. Difficulty level
increases and thinking level decreases.
12.There is always some bad memories and bad
experience in our mind.
We all want to get out of our bad days and
memories but that indirectly always stay in our
mind. We cannot get out of it anyhow. Bad
memories are like disease. We want to get well soon
out of it but it become difficult to erase.
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Truth
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1.Speaking the truth is hard but what’s even
harder is accepting the truth.
Most of time we don’t want to speak the lies but the
most critical situations let you to. Sometimes we
speak lies to protect someone. Yes, nothing bad in
that but if someone is asking you, are you speaking
the truth or not that moment you have to accept the
truth. I know it’s hard but in order to protect
yourself. You have to accept the things.
2.We will never know the truth unless we face.
Truth is something the real facts or reality. The
problems of truth is we never accept that some
problems totally break you inside. Some people act
rudely but never judge them by your point of view.
You never know what problems they are facing. So
try to respect everyone’s behaviors.
3.The most dangerous disease in human is to
blame others.
We human beings in every situation blame other.
Sometime when we get late for a train or buses we
start blaming the traffic, society etc. We don’t
accept our mistake. Though we know there will
be traffic at that particular time, Still we fail to
reach early in right time .
So it is our mistake. Why do we need to blame the
traffic and all? This is the worst thing we all are
doing in the same way.
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4.The most beautiful lies are relationships.
We don’t exactly know who cheat you. Don’t put
too much trust on any relationship. Sometime
relationship look so beautiful but you didn’t realize
the inner way. So
without knowing the truth don’t trust anyone and
never believe too much in someone. Remember one
thing your value is more important than the fake
relationships.
5.Sometimes silence also work.
It’s not necessary to talk all the time, argue with
someone every time. Sometime let them go.
Sometime you need peace. Whenever you hit with
someone you both feel bad for each other and get
anger, it is because we cross our lines. Instead of
regretting it is better to stay silent, Because you
never know silence also work.
6.The strongest weapon is writing.
In every situation you don’t always express your
feelings by speaking. Sometime you cannot speak
all the things in face to face. Every time speaking is
not necessary.
Once you cannot speak your feelings then start
writing. Writing is the strongest pillar. Express your
words through writing.
Everybody can write but writing is habit not an art.
Sometime writing work more than speaking.
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7.We never will be perfect.
We all have some weakness. If we can try to
improve that we can do well because sometime you
can change something. We will never be perfect in
any field because at some point you will have your
weakness. One thing we have to remember is
perfection is not born in us, it is what we made it.
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Help
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1.The most humblest thing is to help others.
Help is the thing to do something that make it easier
for someone to deal with a problems.
Humbleness is seen in doing an act of kindness, If
you can truly observe life. life is all about helping
others and spreading kindness and Love. If you
cannot help people nobody will help you. If you
help someone, God will help you. There is nothing
important than helping people. You are helping
someone means you are humble person. So stay
humble and be kind.
2.Collect so many thanks and built an empire.
When we are helping someone and they get
satisfied with your help then they appreciate your
good deeds with “Thank you". So when you help
again and again then you have bundle of “Thanks".
Sometime some help give you satisfaction and
blessings. The bundle of thanks through which you
can built an empire and one day this empire will
help you the most.
3.The moral of 2020 is; The help of technology is
an unpredictable.
In the year of 2020 we all are facing so many
problems and some good things as well, but in this
difficult time the only way unstoppable is
technology. Through technology we can still work
online.Online classes is possible. So it is really good
thing to understand.
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4.At the end we won’t take anything along with
us, so why not give something before we leave.
One day we all will be gone leaving behind all we
had acquired. We don’t know when and how. We
all are working day and night for some kind of
future happiness but after all struggles, we will get
finally chance to enjoy the life. We don’t know
what problems people are facing so before we leave
why don’t we help each other as much as possible.
So that before leaving we can give something to
others and render our helping hands.
5.Those who help you in difficult times are like
God.
Difficult days comes and go. Struggle continue till
the end. In life we all need help of some people.
When we help someone we feel so good. When we
need some people help they will not be there for us
but some people truly help you a lot. Those people
who help us In our difficult times are actually like
God.
6.Help others with small steps who surrounded
us.
I know we cannot help people all the time. There
are Some people who are always ready to render
their helping hand. They are actually a kind hearted
people. Even if you cannot help others in a big way
at least try helping others with small things. Small
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things will be big one day. Try to help the person
who is surrounded with us.
7.The true purpose of life is to help others.
Sometime there is nothing easier than collecting
blessings and Thanks. Whenever you help someone
at that moment see the value of their Smile, you feel
Satisfied with your life. We are here because
someone need our help and our support. If possible
try to always help and support others in every
possible way.
8.When you cannot speak than start writing.
Sometime we felt sad and low, take a moment to
express your feelings through writing which is
much a better way to understand. You cannot share
all the problems to people or share with everyone.
Sometime you want to express your feelings but
there is no one listening to you then start writing.
Your pen speak and the pages listen to your feelings.
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Time
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1.When we get up before the alarm means we know
the exact value of time.
Time is everything that we know very well, but are
we actually following it? No, we are not.
Now a days we are all facing problems with time,
Because Starting from the day to the end of night
most of the things we do without proper utility of
time. Before sleeping we set an alarm to get up
early in the morning but some people stop that
alarm and falls back to sleep again. It is because
they don’t know the value of Time. Some people
actually wake up even before the alarm which
means they know exactly the true value of time,
Because it will never come back again.
2.Everything is repeated once in life except time.
Time is something which never repeat. There is no
one who can exactly define the value of time. There
is so much books related to the importance of time,
and we watch so many video related to the value of
time but this all don’t work. Even after reading and
listening you will not understand the true meaning
of time. You will only understand when you lose
something in life. Then you will know time never
repeat in life.
3.Respect what you have it can be time, person or
anything.
If you’re not respecting what you have you will
never succeed in life. The most important is the
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value of time and person. Once you missed the time
you never get it back. Same can be related to life as
well once you lost someone, you will never get
them back. So respect whatever you have and stay
happy with them.
4.Time and intelligence can win the World.
Sometime the situation become more critical you
don’t know what’s going on and you cannot find
single hope to proceed further but remember one
day your time will come, everything revolves
around time. Good or bad moment are decided by
time. You have to stay strong for that difficult times.
Working hard with your intelligence and one day
your time will definitely come and both time and
your intelligence can change your entire life.
5.Time is the greatest teacher.
There is no good teacher as compared to time. Time
teach us everything. We cannot come back again to
our lost time but with hope and faith we can make
our time best. When you have a good time and
when you saw some people are going through the
toughest season of their life do good for them. If
you do bad for others remember time will bring you
the same result of what you had done.
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6.The most powerful thing in the world is time.
What is the actual difference between money and
time? Had You ever think of it? You always know
how much money you had acquired but you never
understand how much time you have. If you can
understand this both things then nobody can stop
you. This is the most powerful thing in the world.
7.The future lies in what you are doing in the given
time.
Whatever you are doing today it will come back to
you in future. At the given time if you are wasting
your time then in future you will have to face so
many problems. If you don’t value your time, you
will never go ahead. Whatever you had wasted in
the given time you will have to pay for it in future.
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Peace
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1.Sometime all you need is peace.
Peace is not something that you can find
everywhere. It is really very difficult to find peace.
In today’s world the reality is finding peace had
become a difficult task. Infact this word is hidden
somewhere. But all we need is actual peace. Peace
is the only mission of life.
2.The inner peace and happiness is the most
important.
Some people look so happy and peaceful, but are
they actually happy and peaceful inside?.
Sometime we are happy just to show up to others
but the most important thing is we are not here for
impressing someone. The inner happiness is the
most important thing otherwise you are not well.
Same as inner peace should be there because there
is nothing important than ourselves.
3.All peace of the world is in one thing and that
is prayer.
In the entire world there is actually nothing peaceful
than the prayer. Whenever you are praying you can
feel its value and importance. The most peaceful
feeling in the world is prayer. Try to apply it in your
life, this will help you the most.
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4.Peace is like a river.
Once we can find peace and the meaning of
peaceful life then it automatically works in our
mind and soul. Like river it continues to flow. No
one can make you Sad . So try to find peace in the
best way.
5.Peace in mind is necessary for Life.
We human being continue thinking about our
dreams, health, future and many more. This all
never let you to stay calm. Every time we keep on
thinking for something. This all things never make
you happy. You have to stay calm and peaceful for
your better life. Outer peace is not so much
important but peace in mind is very important.
6.Peace begins when you start enjoying yourself.
If you are worried about someone and something
you never stay happy. You cannot find peace in life
and mind. You have to think about the wellbeing of
yourself as well. Basically actual peace begin when
you start enjoying yourself.
7.Sometime peace is better than arguments.
When we had an arguments we other person
knowing their mistakes. Though we keeps on telling
them their mistakes but they refuse to admit it. If it
continues and they refuse to listen to you then let
them go because peace is better than arguing with
others.
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1.Our soul is our real guide.
Soul stay in our inner way. Sometime we need
guidance from someone, but if people are not
guiding you in right direction then you have to
listen to yourself not others. Your opinions matter.
No matter what people are thinking about you. Your
soul is your real guide.
2.Be different not difficult.
We are all unique in some way. But in this
statement different means don’t do the same thing
which others are doing. You have to choose your
own way. Do in different way which satisfy you and
makes you happy.
3.Pure color has no phases.
In this I’m talking about a pure person. Who
actually have a pure heart and they are good for
others.
Some people are good only for showing up to others.
These people are double faced. We never know
what they are holding inside but everything will be
revealed. So who is actual pure they don’t have any
phases.
4.Pure soul is like a trust.
Trust is something that you can feel inside. Who
actually have pure soul they are like a trust. In this
world you cannot trust on anyone blindly. It is
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difficult to do but you can trust on pure person. The
most trusted one are so valuable which are found
only in a pure soul.
5.When you have a pure soul you don’t need to
be afraid of anyone.
Sometime even if you speak the truth. People will
snatch away your freedom of speech and expression,
but as long as you are on a right track you don’t
have to fear to speaking up the Truth. I know
nobody will want to listen to the truth. You have to
stick with your idea. So remember one thing if you
actually have a pure soul no need to be afraid of
anyone. Be yourself.
6.It is not easy to be a good human being.
In the world we all need good human being. In
present era we cannot find any person who is
actually kind hearted. All are doing for themselves.
Nobody cares about it but one day everyone is
leaving this world behind. So, why can’t we spread
goodness in the world. I know it’s not an easy task,
Actually there is nothing easier to be a good person.
7.Soul is always pure when you are alone.
In some way we all have pure soul. But sometime
the situations becomes more critical. You cannot
imagine why we had been so rude to others, but
when we are alone we realized our mistakes .
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8.One pure soul can spread love everywhere.
Every single person have an abilities to spread
something good. Sometime we forget this. No doubt
one person can change the world in the best
possible way. One person Can spread love and
goodness everywhere ,but try to let other also
participate in your mission of spreading goodness
Yes we know one pure soul can spread love and
kindness everywhere but we need the support of
others in making the world a better place to live in.
9.A pure soul has a pure heart.
God is always ready to help the pure soul. So those
Pure souls are always ready to help others and help
in spreading goodness and love. God bless the kindhearted and pure soul. We remember God in every
difficult time. Likewise a good person is love and
like by everyone. So no doubt a pure soul has a pure
heart.
10.Be such a person that everybody wants to
become like you.
People’s follow those who actually do something
good in life. If you want to become someone then
your thinking should be positive, and set a target
that you will be an inspiration not for a millions but
at least for one person. Improve yourself so much
better so that everybody wants to become like you
in good way.
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11.People always doubt those who have a pure
soul.
It is the reality. People always doubt on those who
are doing something good for others. They cannot
see spreading goodness. They think they are doing
for showing people and for drama. Nobody can
trust in goodness. They think they don’t care .
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NEGATIVITY
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1.Always accept failure and sadness but never
accept negativity.
No doubt everybody has a dream in life. We are
working so hard for our dreams. After so many days
of struggle and hard work still then we don’t get it,
we really feel sad. This is called the failure. But it is
ok at least we had given our hundred percent. So no
need to be sad. At some moment people will try to
spread negativity in your mind but that moment you
have to understand and remember one thing.
Failure and sadness come and go because this is life.
But never accept negativity. Once you accepted
negativity there will be no muse to motivate you. So
always accept sadness and failure but never ever
accept negativity.
2.Comparison leads to depression when we
compare bad things.
Comparison is something that you compare yourself
or your activities and achievements with others. We
need to understand that every body is different.
Their thinking is different from us. Everybody is
unique. Sometime we all try to compare something
to others. But it will break you inside. Comparing
good thing is good but making a comparison of bad
things will leads to depression. So always be
yourself.
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3.Just as it does not take time to spread
negativity, same as it does not take time to
apply negative thoughts.
As we all know negativity spread very fast. Good
things travels slow. The very moment we think
negativity of something it will get very effective
and at fast pace. But When you think of positivity
or positive thoughts it will take a time but negative
thoughts apply very fast. So every difficult time we
have to remember that negative thoughts apply very
fast so try to be positive. I know it’s not easy but try
once to implement in real life.
4.Stay with negative people and try to make
them positive.
Everyone said that stay away from negative people.
Even though some people spread negativity in your
mind but spend some time with them to make them
positive. Because in this selfish world negative
people think nobody is good that is the reason they
are spreading negativity but once you help them and
you talk with them and spread positive thoughts to
them then one day they will become positive I
strongly believe in this.
5.If someone calls you a good human being
then he is a good person and if that person
does something wrong to you or spread rumors
about you then definitely he/she is toxic for you.
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I know this don’t resembles like quote but I want to
add to this. If that person help you in every situation
and do good for you then you called them good
person and those person for some reason they speak
something wrong to you then you definitely admit
that they are bad person. It is our human thinking.
Our needs and thinking immediately changes. This
is the most worst thing in the world.
6.Problems are always unacceptable. Problem
definition is something unaccepted.
Sometime you never imagine the type of problems.
That come to you and break you. Some problems
become so difficult to handle and you cannot face
them. So problems are always unacceptable but
learn to overcome.
7.When you try to stay positive the situations
turn more critical to turn you into a negative
person.
Whenever we try to stay happy and positive the
situations turn more critical. You cannot imagine
that type of situation had been created. That time
you don’t know how to react and in some way you
feel negative. Problems comes because it makes you
stronger, So you have to understand that you need
to be positive.
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Motivation
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1.There is no such thing like motivation; the real
motivation is what we call ourselves.
Motivation is something that is Temporary feelings.
Like once you read motivational lines, quotes and
watch videos all these are temporary feelings but
the real motivation start when we feel that what we
think, what we do makes you happy these are real
things for motivation. If you cannot feel what you
want and what you do then it is not motivating you.
The real motivation is our inner way, Be yourself!!
2.You can follow anyone but first you have to
follow your heart.
You are following the people who had succeeded in
their life in which you are interested. Whatever they
say you blindly follow them. When you start
following them you never know whether what they
said was right or wrong. So, the most important
thing is never follow anyone blindly first follow
your heart ,your inner soul and happiness. First
follow yourself then you can follow anyone with
your ideas.
3.Make yourself so much better that someone is
inspired by you.
Life is not just about your dreams, family, what you
want, but life is all about how you can inspire
someone by you. If you are doing good for others
then people will follow your footstep and you can
inspire them. It’s not easy to be an inspiration for
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someone. It’s not so easy. But do something
different in right way. Then definitely someone will
get inspired by you; if you had a pure soul.
4.If you are not an inspiration of yourself, how
can you inspire others?. Be yourself.
If you are following someone who inspired others
then you learned so many things from them. It is
difficult to stay inspired every time. If you want to
inspire others then you should be inspiration of
yourself. Nobody can inspire you if you’re not
inspiration for yourself.
5.Giving up is very easy but very difficult to
regret for it.
“Patience, persistence and perspiration makes an
unbeatable combination for success. “ As stated by
Napoleon hill. Never give up on something you
really want it. It is difficult to wait but the most
worse thing is to regret for it. Once you give up on
something every time you feel guilty, and regret
why you give up so easily and one day you will get
so frustrated. It is so difficult to regret for it.
6.If you can see your parents journey means you
are already motivated.
When you were kids every time you see your
parents work so hard to make you a better person.
Whatever you are today it is all the efforts of your
parents. If you can see the journey of your parents,
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there is nothing big motivation like this and you are
already motivated.
7. If you always want to remain motivated then
daily affirmation will definitely help.
Motivation is not something you get immediately or
motivated by something. Motivation is something
that takes time to know the real meaning of
motivation. If you really stay motivated all the time
then start to speak something which motivates you
or do something which motivate you.
8.Your super power is your dreams.
When you feel everything is finished or you want to
give up just remember one thing your dream is your
super power. No one means no one, no motivational
video , no quotes, nobody can help you in difficult
times. Only your super duper power your dream
will help you to get out of every bad things.
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1.Unconditional love and respect will never
disappoint you.
The basic thing about love is no expectations.
Actual love begins when the expectations ends. Love
is not about just happiness and your needs; love is
all about sacrifices, pray, hope, beliefs and the most
important thing is giving respect. Love is when you
give your entire happiness and respect. When you
really love someone then start respecting them,
Even if they don’t care about you, still then show
your love and respect for them. It’s your
unconditional love and respect for them and they
will never disappoint you.
2.Sometime we have to control our emotions.
No need to always express your emotions to
someone. Sometime they don’t understand about
your emotions. Once you notice they don’t care
about it then don’t try to shown them. Sometime it is
really important to control our emotions.
3.One sided love gives you all kinds of pain.
As I know love is not just only girlfriend and
boyfriend. We love any one like family, friends, God,
teddies and any one. When you respect and love
them unconditionally but sometime you realized
they don’t response the same way. Most of the time
love go one sided. There is no one who can
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understand your feelings, how you feel . Though it
hurts you still keeps on loving them.
4.Sometimes all you need is a tight hug from a
loved ones.
Sometimes you don’t have a words to express your
feelings. The very moment all you need is hug,
peace from someone sides. When you hug your
loved ones you feel good, happy and get relief from
your sadness.
5.Mother’s love is unconditional and unstoppable.
How I can define this word mother’s love. We all
are use to our Mothers Love. How blissful word is
this right? Mother is someone who actually loves
you without any conditions. Sometimes we made
mistakes and are in trouble at that very moment
what we need is our mothers Love. There is no one
like our mother. Yes, sometime we feel irritated but
she is the best. One thing we have to remember is to
always respect her.
6.Every lyrics change your mood.
Lyrics is not just music or any instruments. Here
lyrics means your situation, single moment. Whole
day our situations keeps on changing from good to
bad, makes you happy or sad, feel lazy or energetic,
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motivated or unmotivated, like or unlike. Every
conditions change your mood every time.
7.Love should be pure not blind.
Sometime you love someone deeply but they keeps
on cheating you. You blindly trust on them without
knowing the truth. Even if you love them you have
know the reality because you cannot blindly fall in
their pit. Make sure the people you love doesn’t just
fake his/her love.
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Goodness
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1.Spread love, spread goodness, spread good
thoughts, spread as much as you can.
When you wish good for others, good things will
automatically come back to you. Life is all about
spreading something. If you light a lamp for
someone else it will brighten your path as well.
When you spread love, care, respect, goodness for
someone, you get the same in return. Spreading
happiness and goodness it is not so easy. It is all by
God grace. Spread goodness, spread happiness
everywhere!
2.Evil can only be defeated by goodness.
There is no such enemy outside our soul. The real
enemies lives inside us like pride,anger,greed,
attitude ,hate ,avoid, and sadness .
Remember when someone is doing wrong, you
don’t have to act in same manner, instead try to
make them a good person because evil can only be
defeated by Goodness.
3.The key to be a good person is to act and think
good for others.
We all have a very beautiful and magical heart
within us, we sometime forget to stay positive. We
become a bad person effected by the people around
us. One thing we have to remember is that it is not
easy to be a good person. Do everything with a
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good heart and except nothing in return. Try to
Spread goodness everywhere!
4.Everything is just a miracle.
I always feel whatever happens good or bad
everything happens for a reason. God decides
everything for us. Sometime the good things
happened to us in unexpected moments, so we
called it a miracle. In dreams miracles start to
happen when we give as much energy to good
things.
5.No need to always imitate the bad from others,
just let all the bad go.
Promise yourself that you will not return badness
with bad, violence with violence, fight with fight,
hatred with hatred or any other negative with
negative one. This beautiful lines written by Dr.
Vani Sood. She is actually the best.
Always try to forgive everyone.
6.Visions are the strongest part of our understanding.
Vision is the thing in your eyesight or particular
thing to observe the thing. If you can imagine
someone in a particular situation then your power is
strong about it. Some people have a beautiful vision.
If you can visualize your dreams then no one can
stop you.
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7.Good news travels slow.
Good things take a lot of time to spread. Badness
and wrong things always spread fast. But goodness
travels slow. We have to understand which path we
have to choose bad and short or good or long. Good
things take time and it help you in difficult times.
8.Some people’s friendships are limited to help only.
Some people help you the most in every time.
Friendship is not only for enjoying, it is all about
helping each other in difficult times. So value it
never forget those people who helps you in your
hard times. There is nothing good things than
helping people and the most excellent thing is
helping someone.
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APPRECIATION
1.Appreciation is ultimate aim of gratitude.
Appreciation is something that a feeling of being
grateful for something and an ability to understand
the worth or full awareness of particular situation.
Gratitude is something the quality of being thankful
and kindness. The people who feels gratitude are
those who feels thankful with what they have.
Sometime it is very necessary to appreciate
ourselves as well. Appreciation and gratitude is
indirectly connected with each other.
2.Appreciate those people who actually want to do
good for others.
We all blindly follow those people who is just
showing up fake things. We all seen just outer
beauty. We always appreciate those people who
even don’t care about it. I just want to say that
appreciate those who actually do good for others.
As we all know one of the best person is
Sir.Sandeep
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Maheshwari and many other. They are actually
spreading goodness to others. So appreciate this
kind of people.
3.Never appreciate fake people.
As I said we all appreciate those who is not doing
anything good for others. They are just doing for
money and advertising. Why do we always
appreciate those people? Because it’s looks nice but
the reality is they are fake. So never appreciate
these kind of fake people. One day they will
disappoint you .
Sometime we have to appreciate ourselves as well.
Sometime when we came across people Winning a
competition or doing good for others, we all
appreciate them. But at the same time when we are
doing well and winning something we never
appreciate ourselves. Why we let only others
appreciate us?. Sometime we need to appreciate
ourselves as well for our struggles, handwork, and
for doing something good to others.
4.Appreciate for encourage them not let them down.
Sometime we appreciate in bad manner. Appreciate
to encourage others. Encouragement is a way of
giving support, giving someone confidence, hope
and motivation. Always try to make people at upper
level. Never appreciate someone to let them down.
It is not a way of appreciating others.
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1.Anger is type of a suicide.
Whenever we are angry that very moment of time
anger burn inside you. Anger grow when we
experience a particular emotions like fear, when we
lost someone or sadness because these feelings are
those you cannot control. This feelings
subconsciously convert into anger. When we are
angry it hurts you so much and you mess up with
everything and everyone.
2.We tend to get angry on those who do not behave
in the way we want them.
This is the reality of our anger. When someone
doesn’t behave in the way we want ,when someone
doesn’t help you in times of need we get angry on
them. It is not necessary that every time someone
behave and do how we like it. It is our point of
view in seeing the situations. We cannot control
anyone by our point of view.
3.Anger is the most harmful disease for brain. In
this world people worse weakness is
Anger. Angry people never live a normal life.
Anger is the type of thing which is beyond cancer
and deadly disease. Angry people’s are not bad but
their situations had made them angry or bad. Their
friends, family will never understand their feelings
any how. There is no medicine for anger.
4.Temper totally burns you.
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Whenever you get angry on someone they don’t
care about it but it burns you deep inside. Only you
can feel it and no one cares about it. So what is the
point of getting Angry on someone who don’t care
about your feelings. Some people will create a
situation to make you angry. But remember Angry
people never live a normal life.
5.Anger has the ability to destroy everything in a
minutes.
Sometime in anger we don’t know what we are
saying or what we are doing. We know these things
only when someone hurts you but our immediately
reaction you don’t ever realized what you are doing.
You can destroy everything by your words and
actions. After that we realized we did wrong but we
can’t do anything for it. So try to
figure out your anger.
6.Some people never accept their mistakes.
We know that some people never accept their
mistakes and show their attitude. Though they make
mistakes they will never admit their mistakes
because of their attitude. Never try to convince with
those people. Instead stay away from these kind of
people.
7.Don’t try to manage your anger try to manage
your peace.
We never control our anger. Yes after so many
times of practice some way we can control it. But
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the better way is trying to manage our peace instead
of Anger. It is easy rather than dealing with Anger.
You can choose to stay with one either your peace
or anger. As you cannot manage both at the same
time. I suggest that try to manage your peace.
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FAMILY
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1.Life is incomplete without family.
Our family member are the one who always stay
with us in every conditions, who loves you the most
in this ridiculous world, you can stay happy with
them. Family is everything in life. Never try to
forget your family in any circumstances. You never
understand the power and strength of family. Life is
totally incomplete without family. Those who don’t
have ask them. They know the exact meaning of
family.
2.Our family always stands by our side in difficult
times.
The one who always support us in every situation is
our family. No one will help us in our difficult time.
A family always stood by our side, the one who
always care and pray for us is our family. But
Sometime we forget our family for someone but one
day we will definitely understand who is important
for us.
So respect and treasure your family.
3.Family is the one who loves you the most and
irritate you the most.
This is the funny statement. Yes, family loves you
the most no doubt. But the thing is they also irritate
you sometime. They do something you don’t like or
which you don’t agree. Sometime our opinion may
be right but sometime our family decisions or
opinions turn out to be the right one. No matter
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what your family members always love you the
most.
4.Family relations are always special type of bonds.
A family is a group of people who want as well as
choose to be together embraced by a bond so
powerful and strong. Family is always related to
each other. No bonds is better than our family.
5.Family is the soul of home.
Without family home has no values. We could not
find any happiness without our family. We cannot
be happy without family and sometimes we cannot
face or deal with our problems without them.
Family are the one who are made for each other.
Home looks beautiful and energetic with family. So ,
family is the soul of home.
6.The word relation starts with family.
Family is the one whom you can trust the most.
Every relations based on trust, love and care. All
relations like mother ,father , sister, brother. Every
relations starting with family.
7.Having a family means you are fortunate one.
Having a family means you are the luckiest person
in the world. The family is one of the God gift we
had ever received. You cannot live happily without
your family. Yes sometime when you had
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arguments with the family members you wish to
live away from them but later you will realized your
mistake.
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1.God is who you can blindly trust the most .
God always helps you in your choosen path. Now a
days we don’t trust anyone because we know
nobody care, nobody need it. Sometime we trust
someone and they will break your trust very badly,
So put your trust in God. We should understand that
God is always with us in every situation. We are not
alone. We can blindly trust on God, For God never
break your trust.
2.God live in our soul.
I always think where does God live? God stay
inside of those people who have a pure soul. When
we pray and do good for others or meditate we can
find some peace and that is God. We can do
something good for others because God want us to
do that. We are much stronger than we think
because of God. Everything is possible because we
blindly trust him and work for our dreams. So don’t
look for God anywhere it is inside of your own Soul.
3.Sometime take a time to say Thank you to God
for this wonderful life.
We all are so blessed because we get what we want.
We can do everything. For some people life is like a
dream but it’s our reality. We keeps on complaining
to God why this is only happening to me, but we
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never say God ,Thank you God for this beautiful life.
If someone help us then we say Thank you to them.
In the same manner we can also say Thank you God
because everything comes from you.
4.God always try to make you the strongest
person.
Had we ever realized why we called them God?
When we are facing some problems we seek for help
from God because God can solve all our problems
and provide us our needs. We face problems and
obstacles in our struggles for life, which mean God
put a test on our patience and our heart . Not to
destroy us but to make us stronger than who we
were yesterday. So believe in God and stay strong.
5.God is like a breathe.
We live because we are breathing. We cannot live
without breath. Same as without God we cannot
choose a right path. God is omnipresent and God is
omniscient. God is the creator and principal object
of faith. God is someone who is very important for
us. God is always with us. Same as breathing is
important for survival the same way we need God in
our life to live a purposeful living.
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6.Whatever we are doing well is only because of
God.
God is like our parents and we are all his children.
God teach you how to walk and how to do good for
yourself and others as well. God is the one who is
always with you. One day people will leave you but
God never turn away his caring eyes away from us.
We are so blessed because God is always with us.
7.God sent us here for a mission.
God’s mission is to live a life of Righteousness and
inspire other by your good work. When humans
begin to work along with god, things become
excellent but unfortunately, As we look at our
present generation there is no love for humanity,
blinded by the Greed and selfishness and we had
forgotten our own Creator(God) . God sent us here
to live a purposeful life by helping others and doing
good for others. Render selfless service and learn to
spread goodness everywhere.
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HUMANITY
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1.Goodness and kindness is the flower of humanity.
Do everything with a good heart and be kind and
expect nothing in return, you will never be
disappointed. Like when we give water daily on
flower it looks beautiful same as the beautiful colors
of humanity is goodness and kindness. So be like a
water.
2.Being human is easy but showing humanity is
tough.
Easily we humans give birth to another human but it
is very tough job to show humanity. Change your
thinking and change your act. Spread kindness and
goodness.
3.The true meaning of life is to spread humanity.
We all are here with the purpose of spreading
something. Some people spread positivity, some
people spread negatively ,some spread reality but no
one is talking about humanity. What is your mission
in your life? Only to achieve goal , health that’s it?
No, it’s called selfishness. Our real mission of life is
spreading humanity and goodness.
4.Be the reason for people to have faith in
spreading goodness and love.
In today’s era humanity and goodness dies slowly
everywhere. People began to lost their trust in
others. Spreading goodness and love will not cost
you anything. Lend your helping hand because the
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smile we received from them is a pure Gold. When
some are having a good life some are going through
the toughest season of their life. With full of
sadness and struggles share with little we have on
the last day of our life we are taking back home
nothing. Spreading goodness is not easy but not an
impossible. Be the reason for everyone to have faith
in spreading love, care and goodness.
5.Humanity is the biggest goodness.
Whenever you get a chance to help others and show
your humanity. As I always said that there is
nothing easier than spreading goodness. Always try
to stay humble and kind. When you praying for
your family, pray for others as well. Doing some
good deeds not only makes you a good person but
also help you in your worst time. Because humanity
is the biggest goodness. It is a good time to revive
our humanity.
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Spread goodness,
Spread Happiness!
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